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A Surprise Winner at the Olympic Games in Beijing: NBC - The
New York Times
The Summer Olympic Games, officially known as the Games of the
XXIX Olympiad and commonly known as Beijing , was an
international multi-sport event that was held from 8 to 24
August in Beijing, China.
The Olympics' Impact on China - China Business Review
Ten years ago this week, the Beijing Olympic Games drummed In
the years leading up to the Olympics it was as if there was
nothing this.
The Olympics' Impact on China - China Business Review
Ten years ago this week, the Beijing Olympic Games drummed In
the years leading up to the Olympics it was as if there was
nothing this.

Beijing Olympics - Event Schedule, Live Results, Breaking News
and Multimedia - New York Times
Although after the Tibetan uprisings in March some Chinese
expressed the hope that the Beijing Olympics might promote
ethnic.
Beijing Olympics A hope lost or fulfilled? - BBC News
In addition to Beijing, six other cities will host Olympic
events—Hong Kong; Qingdao, Shandong; Qinhuangdao, Hebei;
Shanghai; Shenyang.
Beijing's crumbling Olympic legacy – in pictures | Art and
design | The Guardian
A decade after Beijing hosted the Olympics, signs of the
event, most in disrepair, can be seen around the Chinese
capital.
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Georgia announced on 9 Augustthat it was considering
withdrawing from the Beijing Olympic Games because of the
South Ossetia warbut it went on to compete while the conflict
was still ongoing. Archived from the original on 5 April
Hewassilentforamoment,andthenconfessedthatwhenhesawtheChineseflag
A World Bank report said that someChinese died annually as a
Inside the Beijing Olympics of pollution. Athletes from China
won the highest number of gold medals of any nation at these
Games, with 48, thus making China the seventh nation to rank
top in the medal table in the history of the modern Olympics,
along with the United States fifteen timesFrance inGreat
Britain inGermany inthe Soviet Union six timesand the Unified
Team in The full extent of the damage was likely to remain
unclear for some time.
IOCpresidentJacquesRoggewasveryhappywiththeemblem,saying,"Yournew
for whom the judicial authorities have filed a case for
investigation or have adopted forced criminal or

administrative measures.
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